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Welcome

Qeci’yew’yew’ Hanyawaat (Thank
you Creator) for a new season.
As our communities’ cope with
a newly emerging culture due to
Covid19, global spiritual unrest,
and a future of unknown, I pray
that you find healing and inspiration in our summer 2020 issue
of Tribal Hemp & Cannabis Magazine. The second publication is
dedicated to Indigenous women in
cannabis who are helping revitalize
Mother Earth, tribal communities and their own personal health
with our sister plant. Our new feature for every issue, the Tribal Nation’s Dispensary and Farm map
and directory is our center fold.
THC Magazine was created to be
a resource for our people, by our
people. We planned to gather with
you during conferences, conventions, meetings, consultations and
as a live event distribution magazine to bring those events back in
print and digital content. In February of 2020, we launched the first
print issue of THC in Washington
D.C, were honored to attend the
Tribal Green Symposium held at
the Harrah’s Rincon Casino & Re-

sort in Funner, California, and in
early March traveled to the Anishinaabe Hemp Conference in Callaway, MN before being quarantined
with the rest of the nation. Thank
you to Greenfield Cannabis Dispensary in Clarkston, Washington
for your gracious donation to help
get THC Magazine to tribal dispensaries and communities by mail in
the midst of the Covid19 pandemic.
In addition to archiving important ethnographic histories of Indigenous cannabis medicine and
economies, we are pleased to provide network opportunities for
Tribal Nation’s to reclaim intrastate and international trade and
bartering systems. Unlike gaming,
cannabis economies allow tribal sovereigns the opportunity to
collaborate instead of compete, to
utilize economies of scale to the
benefit of our marketplaces. And
while many tribes remain cautious
about entering the world of legal
cannabis, it is critical that we work
together to create systems of regulation and compliance under our
own Tribal sovereign umbrellas.
The Indigenous Cannabis Coali-

tion (ICANNC) has been working
hard to elevate the protection of
tribal sovereignty in our conversations with national advocate organizations. We are loud and clear
that social equity platforms and
culturally inclusive policies must
protect Tribal sovereignty. We will
continue exploring collaborations
and partnerships that advance opportunities for Native cannabis
entrepreneurs as well as building
education resources that include
the Indigenous perspective. Our
fall issue will be dedicated to Indigenous men in cannabis with a
special feature for Native veterans.
Thank you again for your support
and be on the lookout for the July
issues of Green Entrepreneur and
EverCannabis magazines for articles discussing Indigenous cannabis in Nez Perce homelands.
“It is a press ... from which
shall flow inexhaustible streams
... like a new star it shall scatter the darkness of ignorance”
– Johannes Gutenberg

THC Magazine at the Tribal Green Symposium at the Rincon Harrah’s Hotel and Casino
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VENTURE

A NATION, A PANDEMIC

AND A FUTURE:
I will happily provide
a custom analysis
and equity funding
to help any tribal nation
begin the industrial
hemp process.

-Sarah Yetman
By: Sarah Roberts Yetman

N
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ow is the perfect time
to expand our nations and lead
a global revolution. How do we
do that in the middle of a crisis? The answer is easier than
you would think, but we must
band together in a single vision.
If you could say anything
about 2020, it would be that it has
been quite an adventure. In the
first half of the year alone, we have
experienced a global economic
slowdown and a once-in-a-lifetime
moratorium on travel and shipping
between nations. This global pandemic has introduced a series of
challenges to a world vastly different from a hundred years ago,
which handled the Spanish Flu.
While not entirely unexpected, this
global pandemic has hit our tribal
communities harder than most.
Times seem bleak as they

currently are, but as I have come
to discover, that is not the whole
picture. A short sixteen years after the horrors of The Trails of
Tears and the hardships that
followed, the Choctaw Nation
pulled together a total of $170,
and sent it to Ireland. While not
a large sum, about $5,000 today, it made a huge impact on
the apocalyptic potato famine.
Now, years after I first read
the story of my ancestors, Ireland
has come forward to help even
when they're also dealing with this
pandemic. So far, Ireland has donated over 1M dollars to tribal nations as a thank you for the past.
They didn't see the difference
between us as nations, and they
gave it as needed to us as a whole.
Where does that leave
us? How can we help our people

and an entire country if we don't
know how? As the CEO of Sovereignport, a company with a focus
on the transportation and logistics of global industrial hemp, I
see an incredible opportunity to
bring industrial hemp processing plants, Foreign Trade Zones,
jobs, and a cleaner earth to our
Native communities; not just the
Choctaw Nation, but all our tribes
as a whole. In an uncertain future, it is left to us to define how
we want to create our legacy.
What would happen if we
looked at ourselves the way that
Ireland views us? As one people?
As one nation? Banding together,
we would change our nations in
one generation. We could bring
prosperity and hope to a federal
government that no longer manufactures or provides ethical cap-

italism in its business structures.
WHAT IS INDUSTRIAL HEMP?
Industrial hemp is an easy
plant to farm and harvest. It contains zero properties that could
result in getting "high". Hemp can
replace materials that are currently toxic and harmful to our planet
and our ecosystem. Hemp can replace fabrics, plastics, paper, building materials, construction materials, and is even a sustainable fuel
source. Those are just a handful
of over
,
different roducts
that Industrial Hemp could create.
The hemp plant, alone,
is one of the ost e cient
"scrubbing" plants in the world,
and fields of he
would hel
to eliminate greenhouse gasses. Furthermore, hemp plants
are incredibly useful in cleaning polluted land and groundwater, including nuclear waste.
With
Industrial
hemp
manufacturing
plants
located every 100 square miles,
we would still not be able to
keep up with global demand.
As tribal members, we have the
unique ability to create and utilize
indigenous trade routes. Sovereignport's North American ports,
as well as the first Native
erican
owned port in the EU; we can easily create a global trade and manufacturing conglomerate bringing
thousands upon thousands of jobs
and millions to billions of dollars.
Our innate ability to survive
and lead when the rest of the world
is falling apart could strategically
transform how our nations operate and how we do business.
Industrial Hemp would bring our
communities into an age of prosperity while healing our planet.
What makes this concept so
appealing, to me, is that it is so deeply aligned with our core values and
brings us full circle back to the
pandemic challenge we are facing.

arah oberts etman
of o ereign ort
and international
com an that is
in ol ed in global
industrial hem .
etman is a
member of the
hoctaw ation
and is assionate
about bringing
ethical capitalism
and green solutions
to communities
worldwide.

As members of the First
Nations, we have always had a
deep, overriding, and intensely
meaningful relationship with our
sacred mother earth. Our devotion to our planet and our ecosystem is an element that has
defined our s ace in the world
In many ways, this pandemic is
the natural world screaming out
for
a
change.
Would it not be a testament to our sacred and eternal
roots if the core product that can
help bring prosperity to the First
Nations people is a product that
will help to heal the planet as well.

While the pandemic is a
hardship around the world, and
especially for the Native communities, it also offers us an o ortunity to build something new and
lead the way in a lo al effort to
protect and heal this planet from
decades of Western misuse. This
opportunity calls to me, deeply, and I am excited to have the
opportunity to build it with you.
For that reason, I will happily provide a custom analysis and equity
funding to help any tribal nation
begin the industrial hemp process.
Email:hemp@sovereignport.
com for more information.

Tribute to Tribal Nations, monument located in Ireland
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New Magazine Promotes
Hemp and Cannabis in Indian Country
Nez Perce matriarch Alice "Jeanie" (Johnson) Warden is featured in the premier issue of Tribal Hemp & Cannabis, a new
magazine that focuses on hemp and cannabis issues in Indian Country. Photo by Indianz.Com (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

By Acee Agoyo
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WASHINGTON, D.C. "I
was born into this," Mary Jane
Oatman says of a life steeped in
tribal activism and respect for her
matriarchal and family traditions.
As a student on the Nez
Perce Reservation in Idaho, Oatman battled racism and stood
up for her people's sovereignty.
She remembers her father being beaten and jailed for exercising his tribal treaty rights.
But fighting for what's right spans
generations in Oatman's family.
Her grandmother, Alice "Jeanie"
(Johnson) Warden, was sent to
prison for growing marijuana on
her family's allotment, on land
that was passed down following treaty negotiations with the
United States in the late 1800s.
As a third generation farmer, Oatman is now turning her experiences into another advocacy

effort. Surrounded by friends and
fellow Native women leaders, three
generations of the family traveled
to the nation's capital this week
to celebrate the launch of Tribal
Hemp & Cannabis, a new magazine that aims to educate the public about the "medicine" -- as Oatman puts -- that Grandma Jeanie
was punished for cultivating.
"This issue is so critical, and it's
moving at such a fast pace, that
we need single-focused vision
and collaborative efforts," Oatman
said of the guiding factors behind
her decision to promote hemp
and cannabis in Indian Country.
Oatman, a past president of the National Indian Education and former member of
the National Advisory Council on Indian Education, counts
some prominent supporters of
her initiative. Rep. Deb Haaland (D-New Mexico) tied hemp

and cannabis to the inherent
right of tribes and their citizens
to determine their own futures.
"Part of tribal sovereignty is deciding which industries
to engage in and how best create
economic opportunities for your
tribe," Haaland said in a video
message that she delivered at the
magazine's launch party in Washington, D.C., on Thursday evening.
"But the federal laws
regarding cannabis and hemp
stand in the way right now," Haaland continued, sending regrets
that she was unable to be at the
event in person as originally
planned. "That's why I support
legalizing recreational marijuana and opening up agriculture
to hemp farming opportunities."
Among those paving the
way is the Walker River Paiute
Tribe, whose leaders entered
into a government-to-govern-

ment agreement with the state
of Nevada to address marijuana on their lands. Chairwoman Amber Torres attended the
magazine launch and said she
stands with Oatman's platform.
"We need to be able to
grow this plant," Torres said at
the King Weedy Mansion, the
home of a collective that promotes
cannabis in D.C., where marijuana is considered legal for medical and recreational purposes.
"We are Indigenous people. We started that whole revolution," Torres added. "We just need
the ability to make it happen."
Making it happen hasn't
been straightforward for everyone in Indian Country, though.
For all the successes in places like
Nevada and Washington, which
was the first state to implement
the marijuana compact model,
there have been raids, arrests and
threats of enforcement by authorities at every level of government.
"Living in a state like Idaho, we have a lot of work to do to
protect Idaho tribes from the long
reach of the state's arm," Oatman
said of a state where hemp and
cannabis are considered illegal.
But the landscape is shifting, at least when it comes to one
significant area of the budding
industry.. Following the enactment of the Farm Bill in 2018, the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
is finally reviewing and approving tribal plans to grow hemp.
During the National Congress of American Indians winter
session this week, Deputy Secretary of Agriculture Stephen
Censky said his agency has approved seven tribal hemp plans
so far. One of the first was for the
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe,
whose leaders destroyed their
own marijuana operation after

being told they would have been
raided by the federal government. The state of South Dakota
ended up prosecuting non-Indians who worked with the tribe.
“We have more that are
in the queue," Censky said on
Wednesday. According to the
USDA website, more than two
dozen tribes have submitted plans
or are in the process of doing so in
order to enter the hemp industry.
Is it these kinds of efforts
that Oatman intends to spotlight with Tribal Hemp & Cannabis --- or THC, for short. She
is planning to publish a couple
of issues this year in conjunction
with various events before moving
to a quarterly schedule in 2021.
"As Indigenous tribes
move forward in this industry,
they are taking their community
into account and setting the building blocks so that they don't harm
future generations," said Oatman,
who recently served on the board
of the Minority Cannabis Business Association as part of her efforts to secure changes in law and
policy that will help tribes and
entrepreneurs in Indian Country.
As for Grandma Jeanie, the
matriarch who started it all, she
proudly graces the cover of THC's

first issue. A story written by her
daughter Judy, who is Oatman's
mother and also was in D.C. for
the launch, documents the family's farming roots on their Indian
allotment in southwestern Idaho.
"We should be able to grow on
our own lands and not have
to fear what I lived through in
the 70's and 80's," Jeanie says
in the cover story. "It is medicine. It helps a lot of people."
And at age 81, Grandma Jeanie shows little signs of
slowing down, telling Indianz.
Com that she still works on road
construction projects on her reservation community of Kamiah,
whose name coincidentally comes
from the Nez Perce words for fishing ropes that were historically
made from hemp. A year ago, she
gave her family a big scare when
she suffered a broken leg and ribs
in a vehicle accident. But all she
could think about was getting
back to work -- she was back
on the job barely three months
after the incident, she said.
Grandma Jeanie also was excited to take part in the launch of
THC, especially since it was her
first visit to the nation's capital. She was as proud as ever
to support her granddaughter.
Three generations
of Nez Perce
women from left,
Judy Oatman,
Alice "Jeanie"
(Johnson) Warden
and Mary Jane
Oatman celebrate
the launch of
Tribal Hemp &
Cannabis
Magazine in
Washington, D.C.,
on February 13,
2020.
Photo by
Indianz.Com
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Sovereign
Nations
Cannabis
Consulting
t ig alle
onto a

ancheria ina raithwaite stands with Joe
of alifornia Green heif annabis

Greetings my name is Tina
Braithwaite and I am the former Chairwoman of the Utu Utu Gwaitu Paiute
Tribe located in Benton, CA in the Eastern Sierra Mountains. While Chairwoman I assisted my Tribe with legalizing
Cannabis on our Tribal lands. My Tribe
was the first to o en a ecreational
Dispensary on 4/20/2017 before the
State of California allowed recreational
dispensaries. My Tribe had a 10,000
square foot grow/extraction facility
and were growing and setting up to
be a distributor into the Legal Cannabis market in California. Then we were
dealt the devastating blow from the
State of California that the California
Tribes were not included in the Prop 64
language and they were locked out of
the California’s Legal Cannabis Market.
When California voted to pass
Prop 64, they failed to include a legal
pathway for tribes in the legal cannabis
market. Tribes were locked out and could
not participate in the State market. We
worked with the group who wrote the
PROP 64 language Olson Hagel & Fishburn LLP to craft the AB924 bill for the
Tribes but the State wanted the Tribes
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to waive sovereign immunity, give up
their civil jurisdiction, ask the Counties
for permission and pay taxes. I felt that
if we caved into the State, we would be
setting bad precedent in Indian Country.
In the beginning there were
only three Tribes that were actively
participating in the Cannabis market
at that time. The Timbisha Shoshone
Tribe, Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel and
the Utu Utu Gwaitu Paiute Tribe. The
Chairpersons of these Tribes and I lobied at the tate level
e testified at
a GO Committee Hearing in Sacramento, CA, we walked the halls of the State
Capitol and spoke with the Senators,
we met and spoke with the Unions, Police Chiefs Associations and met with
the overnor s staff to as for a overnment to Government consultation
with Jerry Brown the former Governor
of California which we never received.
I travelled to speak with Tribal Leaders
of the various tribes of California, The
California Chairman’s Association and
The Pomo Council in Northern California I felt our efforts were ettin no
where, and we needed help and support from the California Tribes to push

our efforts forward, so we o ounded
the California Native American Cannabis
Association (CNACA) of which I was the
Vice Chairperson until October of 2019.
As CNACA was formed we reached out
to the other Tribal Leaders and asked
that they please consider joining our
efforts it was a arent that they were
nervous about supporting cannabis
and did not want their Tribes names
on anything to do with cannabis so we
asked them to help the Cannabis Tribes
not to support cannabis but to support
sovereignty. From there we started
gaining traction, we went from three
(3) tribes to twenty-seven (27) Tribes
currently in California. Our lobbying
group grew to about 7 Tribal Leaders,
the Executive Director for CNACA David
Vilapando, three Tribal Attorneys, Mark
evitan, ar
adoff, and riel lar e,
the former Speaker of the House Cruz
Bustamontes, and a few Tribal lobbyists. We visited Senators, California
Cannabis Industry Association (CCIA)
and other stakeholders asking them to
support the Tribes and our rights to enter into the legal cannabis market, but
we ust couldn t ush our efforts across

the finish line and the
ill died
During this time, I experienced
for the first ti e in y life, the racis
and negative feelings that the State,
County and local stakeholders have towards the Tribal Governments. The way
some of the Stakeholders looked down
on us, the lack of government to government consultation, and how they truly
felt that Tribes did not have the ability
to self-govern.
The same questions
would always come up, “Who is going
to regulate the Tribes?” We tried to tell
the Stakeholders that the Tribal Governments have the capacity to self-regulate, since they have been successful in
regulating gaming for many years. To
date, the California Tribes have no legal
pathway to the largest cannabis market
in the world. Yes, there are a few tribes
who have given in and received a State
license and pay the State and County
taxes, but personally I do not agree
with this as I feel in my heart this is setting bad precedent in Indian Country.
Since leaving my position as
Tribal Chairperson of my Tribe, I have
been active in the cannabis/ hemp
space. I created Sovereign Nations
Cannabis Consulting a Tribal cannabis/
hemp consulting company. I have assisted a few tribes with the legalization
of Cannabis/Hemp through a Tribal
Ordinance, I have made recommendations to the Tribal Councils on setting
up the regulatory structure, written
Dispensary SOP’s, Cannabis Tax Ordinances, and assisted with the opening
of a few Tribal dispensaries. I have
extensive knowledge of the cannabis
industry and how to create a successful cannabis business with a lucrative
revenue stream going directly to the
Tribal government for their essential
programs. I understand and protect
the Tribe’s sovereignty and the most
important is I work with the Tribal Government to set up a regulatory structure
to protect the Tribes and their assets.
I cannot stress enough how
important it is to have the checks and
balances in this industry through a robust cannabis regulatory structure.
Just like in gaming tribes need to have
a cannabis/hemp regulatory body appointed by Tribal Council who will regulate, issue cannabis/hemp licenses,
issue citations and fines for violations
of the Tribal Cannabis Ordinance, issue
badges for all cannabis related employees, do ac round chec s and fin erprinting, surveillance, audits, verify all

incoming and outgoing shipments, approve vendors, oversee that compliance
is being followed with testing, packaging, and labeling. This regulatory
structure I call a Tribal Cannabis Commission. The Cannabis Commission
would be a separate arm of the Tribe
and an entity who answers and reports
directly to the Tribal Council. The Tribal Cannabis Commission is the layer of
protection that all Cannabis Tribes need
in place prior to starting any cannabis
activity on the reservation. To avoid
any con ict of interest, I feel that the
Tribal Cannabis Commission should be
set up the same as a Tribal Gaming
Commission with the similar principles.
I would say a minimum of three Tribal Cannabis Commissioners, I would
recommend Tribal Members of the
Tribe who have prior regulatory, money handling, enforcement, cannabis,
or management experience and I feel
this should be a paid full-time position.
The reason I feel this should
be a paid position is that in my experience when you set up a committee,
they do the minimum because they
are just receiving a stipend. The Tribal Cannabis Commission is a full-time
o
They will e out in the field a ing sure the cultivators are complying
with the ordinance, what pesticides
are being used and working with the
environmental department to make
sure the waste and water runoff are
being properly disposed of. They will
visit manufacturing sites to see if the
SOP’s are being followed and products
are being manufactured in a sanitary
environment. They will regulate the
dispensary and the large amounts of
cash. Essentially the Tribal Cannabis
Commission will be like the Tribal Cannabis Police that protects the Tribes and
their assets, prevents theft, and takes
enforcement actions against violation
of the Tribal Cannabis Ordinances.
I strongly feel that if the Tribal government has the resources to set up a cannabis/hemp business that they should
fund their own projects, so they do not
give unnecessary percentages away to
the non-tribal investors. I would really like to see the large gaming tribes
across the country consider funding
cannabis projects for the non-gaming
tribes and becoming their partners rather than these non-Tribal investors coming in to take advantage of the Tribes.
I have a few very large cannabis and hemp projects that I am

working on in Indian Country and I
am looking for a few good partners to
assist with funding these projects.
These projects are very progressive and
will be very lucrative in Indian Country. It is my dream to help a few small
tribes become self-supportive so they
don’t have to ever have to worry about
supporting their Tribal government,
their essential programs and their people with the minimum monies given
to tribes by the federal government.
In closing I would like to express how
important it is for the Tribe’s to protect
their sovereignty. If the tribes wave
their sovereignty for businesses and
allow the States and the counties to
step onto their Tribal lands today, I feel
that it puts cracks into our sovereignty
wall until our wall is weak with cracks,
we don’t want a bunch of holes in our
wall of sovereignty. If tribes agree to
waive their sovereignty for every Tribal
business within our reservation boundaries, then our sovereignty weakens.
Tribes need to protect their sovereignty
for the future of our Tribes, our people
and our future generations. I feel that
sovereignty should never be waived
for businesses within our Tribal lands.
The Tribes need to be recognized and respected as a Tribal Government, and not a business, as a
Nation within the States and the Tribal Leadership needs to be respected
as one would respect their Governors
or the President of the United States.
The States, Counties and Cities need
to understand that the Tribal Governments have a responsibility to provide
for and protect their Tribal Membership.
There is a big disconnect between the States, Cities, Counties and
the Tribes. I strongly believe that these
entities should educate themselves
about Tribes and sovereignty to improve
the government to government consultations. Leadership from all reaches of
government must also understand that
the consultations are important meetings to make critical decisions for Tribal
communities. Federal, State, County and
City governments need to work towards
meaningful relationships with tribes.
Contact Tina Braithwaite
(775) 223-3830
SOVEREIGNNATIONSCANNABIS
@GMAIL.COM
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Light It Up
By: Judy Oatman

T

The Longhouse, or kuhet ‘iniit, is
old and small. Knotty-pine walls,
a small kitchen with broken tiles,
a refrigerator and stove; a musky
smell. There are a few counterto s aces to hold the eats, fish,
side dishes, bread and desserts for
feasts lain oards and o en oor
so the people can gather circular
to sing and speak. Nothing frilly or
lacy can be found inside, even the
curtains remain from the original
hostess, Elsie Frank, stained and
thin. Elsie turned the building into
a Longhouse to guide her and others ac to the old ways, to find a
place for the songs of the Wahlusut.
Decades after Elsie passed, her
home and property, including the
Longhouse, was passed down
to the Whip-Woman of the Nez
Perce Tribe, Katherine McConville
Jackson, Katsy. Her Indian name,
Weta’loo, means “Morning Dove.”
It was the name given to her by
her grandpa. He would tell her
“haam’tic Weta’loo’,” meaning for
to hurry up. It was now her job to
make sure the Longhouse was used
properly. She knew the whip was a
great responsibility and that now
she had to carry herself the same.
She had grown into a new role.
Katsy is a small framed woman
with lon lac ray hair er five
foot stature alone does not intimidate. It’s when she decides to
speak that people stop and listen.
Sitting at a table with newspapers and an ashtray, she is reminiscing about her days as a child
on the Columbia River watching
the en fish for sal on at elilo
Falls. Once a gathering place for
the salmon Indians. She sits at the
ta le u n on a canna is oint
she purchased at a local dispensary. “Light up another one” she
says, assin a lastic tu e filled
with a cannabis joint to her husband Randy. Randy stands just

over 6 foot and has the same long
black hair as his wife. He takes the
joint out, lights it up, and passes
it back to her. After a long drag,
she exhales passing it along.
Her small round face is wrinkled
and beautiful. When she smiles
her lines deepen with joy. Her hair
is graying more but she covers it
with a hat. It grew back thick and
vibrant after the chemo and radiation. Passing the joint she has a
fin er issin fro a un isha
that she doesn’t want to talk about.
She doesn’t like reliving some of
her and Randy’s wilder days, similar to many of her childhood memories. She remembers, but some
do not need to be talked about.
Reminiscing about her childhood
and her days s ent on the fishin
trails brings a sparkle to Katsy’s
eyes. “Even though I was young,
I still remember that place. It was
so beautiful. There was a big rock
that was only for the Chiefs, noody else dared fish those sites
without permission of them.” She
is referring to the location on the
Columbia River that was dynamited on March 10, 1957 by the United States Army Corp of Engineers.
They knew they were destroying
one of the most historic gathering place amongst the Plateau
tri es as the est fishin s ot ydro-electric power, recreation and
navigable waters took precedent.
Referring to her younger days on
the big river she again gets a beam
in her eyes. “My brother Butchie,
he ot to fish for the chiefs
hen
Katsy speaks of her brother she
gets very proud and a slight grin
comes. She boasts of her brother
Syrvaneas V. McConville, Butchie.
Together they have weathered
a lifetime of pain, love and loss.
They weren’t always as close as
they are now Katsy says. What she

knows is that her brother is a hereditary chief that does not get the
true recognition he deserves. “He’s
a chief, my brother. Hard worker.”
Butchie and Katsy’s parents were
John (Bacon) McConville and Estelle Frank McConville. Butchie
was five years older than atsy, who was born on June 15,
1945. Their life was not anything
close to “normal” as Katsy tells
of fi hts etween her arents so
ad that the local eace o cer
was called. Butchie would take
off to e in his wild trails ahead
of Katsy. She would be left alone
with drun
fi htin
arents
When things got too rough the
eace o cer would e called and
she e hasi ed eace o cer ecause as a young child that is what
they were to her. They were her
protectors, not the aggressive and
hostile interactions that she has
faced as an elder. As a child she
would often be picked up and taken to her aunt’s house due to her
o and dad s fi htin ettin out
of control drun The o cer new
her by name and would tell her
dad “settle down Bacon, go sleep
it off to which he would so etimes comply. He treated her like
a little human and she appreciated
that. He would usually drop her
off with a candy ar or soda o
“They were like Mayberry RFD
cops.
Everybody knew each
other in our hometown of Lapwai (Idaho). We only had one
o cer and he was a ood uy
Didn’t come after us like they
do today. Heck we’d go to town
and buy beer and whiskey all the
time. Sneaking the back roads.”
Katsy mentions that “back in the
day they didn’t have pictures on
IDs” so she was able to go into
a nearby city brewery at 12 or 13
years old and buy gallons of beer;
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for the grown ups. “We had to bring
our own u to fill atsy was ein
inducted into a life of alcohol, violence and abuse very young. She
was becoming a “mean drunk.”
This life of drinking and partying
was taking a toll on Katsy. By
the 1980’s she had been through
jail, wrecks, death of family and
friends, unfire, fi hts and lots of
tears. She was growing more bitter with each drink. It was time to
stop and she was determined to
quit and pull her life together. She
was raising two sons now, Jeremy
and Jerel. Her other children were
all taken from her at birth and adopted out to families far away as
Utah and California. All of this
prior to the Indian Child Welfare
Act, a law designed to stop the
taking of Indian children from
their respective family and tribe.
It’s not that Katsy didn’t try to
keep all of her children, but when
faced with being a single parent
and no income. She was denied
public assistance, being told that

the “welfare for moms wasn’t intended for people like her.” She
would not see many of her children ever again. Responsibility
was making its way into Katsy’s
turmoiled life and it was a hard
change from her previous lifestyle.
As Katsy struggled for sobriety the
task of being handed the Whip of
the Nez Perce women was becoming more and more challenging.
Celebrations and ceremony, she
would need to be present with
her whip and regalia. Her regalia,
consisting of a wing dress, shawl
and moccasins is beautiful along
with the jewelry that adorns her
nec and fin ers
ifts over the
years from family and friends for
her services as the whip woman. A role passed down by her
aunt. The whip woman carries
an actual whip that demotes law
and order. It is to be respected
and never questioned so the person that holds the whip holds the
power. She would need to be on
her feet for hours and hours leading the ceremonies. Katsy was

ats with her brother utch at a id i er on her
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th birthda

now the power-holder for her
people, the Nez Perce. It was
not an elected position, but one
passed down by family and honor, by the culture of the old ways.
As Katsy’s sobriety grew her role in
the community also grew stronger.
In 2001, a young man died unexpectedly in a terrible car crash. It
was Katsy’s job to be head cook for
the people gathered to care for his
body. She would organize meals
to feed hundreds of mourners.
Making sure everyone was fed and
taken care of, her role, and that of
the ladies that helped her, started the group she proudly named
“The Potholders.” The Potholders
not only used potholders to cook
but most of them smoked pot with
Katsy, the head cook. Smoking
and sharing stories as they prepared meals. Hence, the name was
created and the services continue
today. Providing grieving families with food and some comfort.
All of the community functions
and role modeling was helping

Katsy to continue on to her path
of healing. She was one of the
first eo le that would e called
when a cook was needed. She
was also counted on for the ability to share the songs. The songs
of the People go way back. Most
are not written down and many
come to the singer from the heart.
That is how Katsy and her family
maintain their strong Indian beliefs. Through the songs, her and
Randy can make things happen.
A few years back the Nez Perce
people lost a young Nez Perce
man in a car accident. His body
was taken by the river. Katsy and
her family went to the site of the
car crash and sang a water (kuus’)
song, asking the kuss’ to give him
up and return his body. Within
days the river returned his body to
his family to be laid to rest, after
months of prayers and waiting.
Old songs, new songs, sad songs
and happy ones they sing them
all. That is what helps to light
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up the Longhouse. The People,
the songs and the happiness they
bring. With the happiness comes
a responsibility. She is also called
upon to dress the deceased, but
only the females. She does it
with love and dignity. The least
a mortician can do the better for
her. Sadly, Katsy had to serve in
this role to bury one of her daughters, who she recently re-connected with after decades of lost time.
She held a ceremony for her at
the Longhouse and met her new
randchildren for the first ti e
The last few years have been perhaps the most physically challenging for Katsy. She was diagnosed
with cancer twice
er first was
breast cancer and then throat. She
had been through surgeries and
chemotherapy, radiation and medicines. Her body had turned on
her more than once but she fought
to recover. Losing her hair, it all
grew back just as thick and long.
She carries herself a little more
slowly nowadays. Alcohol isn’t

something she even thinks about.
She doesn’t take the pain pills the
doctors prescribed to her. The
one medicine that Katsy swears
by is her cannabis, her smoke.
“Smoking pot saved my life.
Without it, sheesh, I don’t know
where I would be. Probably dead.
It helped me with everything. My
pain, my sleep, heck it just plain
helped me to eat when I couldn’t.”
Katsy believes in cannabis and the
power to heal. “Smoking is way
better than drinking.” She knows
it’s a better alternative than pain
ills
s an advocate for the ower and the healing attributes it
holds she will continue to light it
up in the Longhouse with their
services, in the car traveling singing songs or just sitting at the table with family and friends. Weta’luu was her name as a child,
perhaps in jest, but she knows
that when her time comes her
real name, her given Indian name
will be called and she will know it.
For now she says to “Light it up.”
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Community Owned
Cannabis:
Success Through Compliance
ar Jane atman

aurie hom

It’s not every day that Indigenous women find themselves in the
middle of intricate state and federal
mazes of legal cannabis, but for one
Paiute woman, she is doing so with extreme caution, knowing all eyes are on
Indian Country cannabis. In a world
where we hear of Russian attempts to
bribe U.S. politicians in developing
cannabis dispensaries, some Nevada
Tribal leaders are developing nation
to nation marijuana trade with regulation at the core. And in a time where
cannabis has been deemed essential, Nevada Tribes are blazing trails.
Leading the collective tribal regulatory body is Laurie Thom, Yerrington
Paiute Tribal matriarch, and Enforcement Director of the Inter-Tribal Marijuana Commission (ITMC).
Laurie is a mother, former
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nforcement irector of the nter ribal

ari uana ommission

tribal council chairwoman, and descends from a long line of strong women in a community struggling to eradicate drugs, alcohol and the violence
that has invaded their homelands and
disrupted their culture. She admits it
has been a long, hard journey to get
her own tribal community on board
for restoring a cannabis economy, and
as a larger tribal community we have
a long way to go in ending negative
stigma of the medicine. But for Laurie, it’s also about leveling the playing
field. “My main issue was to provide
equal access to medicine to our tribal
members on the reservation. We kept
hearing from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) that it was illegal federally. There were a lot of steps that
had gotten us to this point. We were
successful in lobbying to get SB375

passed, but were basically being told
by the BIA that we could not have a
cannabis program on the reservation because it was federally illegal.”
Tribal Hemp and Cannabis
Magazine staff visited with Laurie to
discuss her role at Nevada’s Inter-Tribal Cannabis Commission. And while
her story is about Paiute tribal communities banding together to make
cannabis policy possible, she shares
her aspirations for all of Indian Country in a global cannabis economy.
In 2017, as the former council
leader for the Yerrington Tribe, Laurie
was called up to assist in developing
compacts with tribes outside of her
own community. While serving as
Tribal Council chairwoman, Laurie
and her colleagues had been diligent,
researching the laws and policies be-

fore and after the passage of Senate
Bill 375, a bill that authorizes the governor to enter into cannabis compacts
with the Tribes. Laurie and other tribal leaders continued their government
to government consultations with
Governor Sandoval’s office in regards
to the newly passed legislation, and
began the task of creating equal access
to cannabis for tribal members on the
reservation. When putting the BIA on
notice of their business plans on their
reservation, they encountered more
obstacles. Laurie and other Nevada
tribal officials flew to Washington D.C.
with their consultants to meet with
the BIA, and were again told why they
could not develop a cannabis program.
Laurie sat behind those four
walls, just stunned at what she was
hearing. The delegation of parties was
a mix of Paiute sister tribes. In the
party was Tribal Nations Consulting
co-owner Cassadra Dittus, a cannabis policy and regulation developer
who herself used cannabis to heal
during cancer recovery. Cassandra
is also white. It was while working
as a licensed massage therapist that
Laurie first encountered the healing
properties of CBD, a medicinal component extracted from the cannabis
plant. “I was doing volunteer massages at the Carson cancer center and I
could see the pain the patients were
in. For our people not to have the
access just because they are tribal? It
made me angry that they would not
have the same ability to get the medicine that they chose for themselves.”
Insulted. Angry. The BIA official went on to explain to the group the
complexity of the land situation, and
that Cassandra would be able to possess cannabis on the reservation, but
that it remained illegal for the Tribe.
Laurie departed the BIA office and
went on to the next Capitol Hill visit.
At the next meeting, the Nevada Tribal delegation discussed the
options for federal legalization or
creative options to protect tribes in
the federal cannabis landscape. The

conversation shifted to the possibility
of amending the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer rider to include tribes. If
the tribes wanted a stab at slipping
in cannabis protections, here was the
chance. All they had to do was convince over 560 federally recognized
tribes to produce resolutions in support of amendments to the Justice,
Commerce and Science Appropriations Bill. And do it within 24 hours. It
was also at that moment when Laurie
realized how truly disconnected D.C.
politicians are from the intricacies of
tribal government. Laurie attempted
to explain to them their lack of understanding for Indian Country and that
the signature mission was an impossible task. The amendment was legislation introduced to prohibit the Justice
Department from interfering with
the implementation of state medical
cannabis laws. Instead of listening to
reason, and two very critical words,
the bill moved forward without the
protection of the tribal medical cannabis communities. The Paiutes and
all other tribal cannabis communities
would have been protected with the
simple inclusion of “and Tribes.” And
while cannabis reform advocates saw
this as a victory, Tribes moved forward and in 2018 experienced an increase in federal attacks on cannabis
sovereignty. And in Washington, DC
the Nevada Tribal delegation went
from one meeting to the next, only
being told why it was not possible.
Laurie and the Paiute sister tribes
departed D.C., returned to their
homelands to develop a roadmap for what would work.
The ITMC framework was
born. Turning obstacles into opportunities, the Winnemucca Indian Colony and the Ely, Lovelock, Yerrington,
and Walker River Paiute Tribes
formed the commission to bring the
tribes together with a stronger voice
at the state level. According to the
Pesha’ Numma website, the ITMC’s
mission is to “promote public safety
and reduce public harm by regulat-

Walker River Paiute Chairwoman
Amber Torres at the tribe’s
cultivation site.
ing the Tribal commercial marijuana
industry through the consistent administration of laws and regulations,
the strategic integration of process
management, the application of functional expertise, and innovative problem-solving solutions.” As Laurie puts
it, “making sure that all our ducks are
in a row” for the best interest of the
tribal communities. And their efforts
include a comprehensive outlook to
the future of cannabis regulation,
not only in Nevada, but for a future of tribal Nation to Nation trade.
Laurie’s prior work as a tribal
council leader gave her much insight
into the complexity of state government and policy making. Her history
of lobbying and working with Nevada
while serving on the tribal council for
the Yerrington Tribal people also provided the much-needed skill to open
lines of communication. Joe Dice,
of Tribal Nation’s Consulting, says
“this has been an amazing journey. I
started out a naïve white guy wanting
to break up federal illegal monopolies and believed ‘if you don’t like
the law, change it’. Then I saw where
states were not being prosecuted but
tribes are. I did not like the injustice
in tribal communities.” Dice began
working with Laurie, whom he says,
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“has sat through the process. The code
review is a four-month process, and
Laurie has been there from beginning
to end, with each detail. She is strong
in interpreting rules and understands
the different roles of rulemaking and
enforcement. She is a great source of
knowledge.” And Laurie feels strongly
that the ITMC Tribes are “in a great
position when forming better working
relationships with the state of Nevada.”
The work of the ITMC is paid
for by the compacting tribes. One of
the responsibilities is coordinating
reviewing and commenting on newly
proposed state law and changes to administrative regulations. And because
the ITMC Tribes have hit the ground
running, it is typically the state attempting to align their regulations to
the respective Tribal law and order
codes. ITMC has also started a satellite program based out of need. They
worked in the Nevada legislature to
help restore the rights of convicted fel-

ons to be able to access medical cards.
Under SB375, convicted felons are
banned from participating in medical
marijuana programs. This was upsetting to Thom and her colleagues, who
knew the harsh reality about who
the policy adversely impacted. People of color. Poor people. And when
it comes to federal prisons, many of
our Indian people. Thom was concerned that tribal members on federal
probation were being found in violation for testing positive for THC and
were being sent back into the federal
prison system over marijuana. “We
needed to fix that.” And for Laurie,
finding solutions to the problems in
Indian Country is a part of her drive.
ITMC jurisdiction is granted by tribal resolution. Each tribal
body is responsible for amending
their respective law and order codes
with their cannabis regulations, and
every sovereign has a unique approach. Some tribes authorize home

grow. Some do not. Code enforcement is done in collaboration with
the respective tribal law enforcement
agency. As Laurie explains, it is a “sisterhood of tribal cannabis” where
Tribes are able to offset costs, share
standard operating procedures and
barter goods for a demanding retail
market. This way, tribes are operating
under a sovereign umbrella and promoting the Nation to Nation model.
One of the first tribes to enter into a compact, Ely Shoshone, was
also concerned about the high levels
of compliance and uncertainty with
tribes due to cannabis being federally
illegal. “At first, I was 100% against it. I
do not use it, but I started to think if it
would benefit my tribe or people then
we should look into it. I had to put
my own beliefs aside and do what was
best for everybody. I would also use
it if it would medically benefit me,”
explained Diane Buckner, chairwoman for the Ely Shoshone Tribe, who

(Left to right) Marlene Smallwood, Albert Roberts, Scott Lommori - Yerington Paiute Tribe LLC Board
members and Chairman Laurie Thom at Groundbreaking ceremony for Greenhouses (YPT Cultivation site)
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“Sisterhood of
Tribal Cannabis”
- Laurie Thom
owns and operates Tsaa Nesunkwa.
Her tribe’s dispensary was the first to
sign a compact with Nevada’s governor and the second tribal dispensary
to open in Nevada. For Diane, it was
important to work on developing a
system that “anybody can look at.” She
had heard of tribes moving forward
without properly developing their law
and order codes, putting the future of
their cannabis economies in limbo.
“Shame on them. We have a responsibility.” And for elected leaders like Diane Buckner that have done their due
diligence in cannabis compliance, this
means doing it “better than the state.”
Laurie and the staff at the
ITMC work to support the efforts
of the tribes, whose model was built
for reciprocity amongst the emerging
tribal cannabis tribes. Tribal health
care facilities issue medical cards
and through a reciprocity agreement they accept them for services
and discounts. The medical cards in
Nevada also allow for different access then the recreational purchase.
Instead of paying full price for retail
products, medical card holders are
able to purchase “penny samples” to
determine the levels and products
that best meet their dosage and needs.
The ITMC also assist outside
agencies with acquiring that data for
court purposes. At one of the tribal

dispensaries, ITMC worked with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs when they
filed a subpoena to access security
cameras. Dispensary security camera
footage was sought by way of a subpoena after a high-speed chase and
shootout ended in the parking lot.
ITMC helps navigate review
of codes, researches state level codesto stay on top of the administrative
changes and updates. Standard operating procedures for all levels of
operation. Compliance is critical.
The ITMC works under a propriety
system that traces products from its
place of origin to delivery site, making
sure that “every ounce of product that
left location A winds up in location
B. Our real time inspection program
allows us to track every keystroke in
our compliance program, so unethical
modifications to our compliance program are not possible. We know who
did what and when,” explains Laurie,
who goes on to detail that the tracking system allows for supply chain and
product transparency for community
safety since all products are accounted for and to make sure that there is
“protection for the health and safety of
tribal members. Everything is legal. It’s
monitored. Protocols are put in place
to detour illegal grows on our reservations. So many bad things can happen when you are not in compliance.”

The Inter-Tribal Marijuana
Commission (ITMC) is already helping change the culture in the state of
Nevada, working to end the negative
stigma associated with the plant and
the people. During one of the first
commission meetings in the winter of
2020, the commission had a conversation about changing the name from
Marijuana to Cannabis Commission,
to avoid the insulting connotations and
break away from the US legal system’s
codification of the word “marihuana”
after the passage of the tax act of 1937.
During that time, the word was deprecated as an exotic sounding mystery
associated with Latino communities.
And because the commission knows
that every word matters, they are taking the lead nationally to shift tribal codes as well as the conversations
tribal people have about cannabis.
“We want to take the ITMC
to the national level. The model for
the ITMC is something that can
go national, when it comes to other states where tribes are having a
difficult time navigating the waters.
Making sure that tribes are as compliant or more than required in their
compacts.” Laurie and other tribal
leaders in Nevada want to eliminate
barriers for all Tribes. “We should
have the choice and the access to alternative medicines as tribal people.
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Muriel YoungBear Wants Tribes to Plan a Hemp-Based Future
– By Studying the Past
here s a histor with the lant other than ust ber...we used it as medicine.”

Muriel stands wearing a dress and
twine bag that she made of hemp
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By: Raj Chander

The buffalo is a sacred animal in Indian tradition. Before the colonization of America’s Great
Plains, tribes used strategy and superior numbers to either hunt buffalo
or herd them off a cliff.
Out of respect for
the land, native people famously used nearly every
part of every buffalo they
killed, despite the huge
number that roamed the
Great Plains prior to 1880.
“The Indian was frugal
in the midst of plenty...
he slaughtered only what
he could eat and these
he used to the hair and
bones,” said famous Lakota educator and author
Luther Standing Bear.
Muriel YoungBear
believes in another gift
from nature that could
have a similar impact
on her people: cannabis.
“When I do this
work, it’s for my people…
there’s a history we have
with the plant. We used
it for healing.” Through
the collection of artifacts, public speaking,
education and consulting,
YoungBear (Me’qu’ish) has
spent her career convincing others in her community of the same thing – an
uphill battle even in 2020.
Honing in on hemp
After
attending

Haskell Indian Nations, a federally-funded tribal university
dating back to the 19th century,
Young Bear found herself drawn
to hemp’s vast potential during
her time as a graduate student at
Kansas University. She also attended Flandreau Indian school and
is a former board member of the
Iowa Hemp Association and has
an expansive resume in policy,
education and advocacy. She runs
her own hemp consulting business where she regularly presents
to tribal leaders about the benefits of both cannabis and hemp.
But before building her
impressive track record as a hemp
educator, historian and consultant,
Young Bear began using cannabis
regularly as a college student for
the same reason many of us do:
to help with focus and depression.
“Cannabis
has
never
hindered me...it’s always supported me,” said Young Bear,
who has seen greater balance
and self care as a cannabis user.
Her decision to medicate
naturally was as much about what
she wanted as what she didn’t
want: the struggles with alcohol
and other substances that people
close to her experienced all her life.
Plant-based healing in the
native community
Like so many others in
the tribal world, Young Bear grew
up in a culture where alcohol was
not just accepted but encouraged.
Although rates of use are comparable to other ethnic groups, Native Americans more frequently
abuse alcohol. One in six Native
adolescents (age 12 - 17) report
drinking alcohol, the highest
rate of underage drinking among
any ethnic group in America.

“Alcoholism,
opioids,
meth abuse...I deal with that, directly in my family,” Young Bear
explains of her firsthand experience with substance abuse.
“I was using it to stay
away...early on I knew I didn’t
want to be like that,” she said, explaining how she grew out of alcohol use after her late teens.
“But that’s how your family is, that’s how all your cousins
are. I don’t look down on people...
but we need to let them know that
we’re here, we want to be cannabis
users, we want to be acknowledged
and we don’t want to be judged.”
The next gaming industry?
It wasn’t long after
Me’qu’ish began studying the
plant in earnest that she realized it could impact her people
on a much larger cultural scale.
“I’d like tribes to be a huge,
indispensable piece,” she said when
asked about the role her people
should play in the burgeoning
hemp and cannabis industry. Under terms of the 2018 Farm Bill,
the USDA began reviewing and
approving plans by tribes to grow
and manufacture hemp. So far,
over a dozen federal tribes have
had plans approved by the USDA
Agricultural Marketing Service.
“I want them to take
over it like they did gaming. We
should have some sort of MOU
with the government so that they
know this is something we are
going to explore,” she went on.
As hemp spreads within her community, Young Bear
also acknowledged tribes experiencing something the cannabis industry at large is finding
out – it’s tricky for an industry to
grow exponentially yet remain

accessible to smaller players.
“There’s the mainstream,
supply chain hemp, but there’s also
the smaller, artisan, family-farm
type hemp...it [has to be] a balance, because some of these big
farms are really unsustainable.”
Looking to the future
Young
Bear
knows
her work is still cut out for
her, but she has been encouraged by small signs of progress.
She began studying Hemp
markets, supply chains, and business models as a graduate student in 2016. Finding ways to apply them to Indian Country. She
founded Bear Cub Consulting in
2017, where she works with tribal communities to diversify Tribal operations, investments into
the emerging Hemp industry.
She also pointed to groundbreaking projects like NASA’s partnership with Navajo Technical
College in New Mexico and other
research being done by tribal scientists and healthcare professionals.
Today Young Bear is an
active advocate for the plant
who continues to schedule educational events, collect hemp
artifacts and connect with others who also believe in the plant.
“From medicines, fiber,
and material, Hemp is the way
for tribal communities to begin a
road to self-sufficiency in the form
of business opportunities. I have
worked since 2016 to understand
viable investment opportunities, as
well as educating tribal communities at conference sessions, social
media and consultations. My goal
is to create feasible diversification
opportunities for Tribal Nations
to invest in, in order to build the
Inter-Tribal Hemp supply chain.”
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Iipay
Nation
Goes
Green
By: Judy Oatman

“A lot of the major gaming
tribes are hesitant because they are
afraid it i ht so ehow affect their
gaming facility and their compacts…
and our tri e couldn t afford to o en a
hotel.” Looking for economic salvage
after a devastating venture in a failed
casino a California Nation needed to
do something for their remote tribe.
Soft spoken, but direct,
Brandie Taylor stands out among the
panelists at the 3rd Annual Tribal Green
Symposium on the Rincon Indian Reservation in Valley Center, California.
Not only because the other panelists
are all chairmen of their respective
tribes, but due to her ability to stand
her ground in an unforgiving and often exploited cannabis industry. On a
sunny February afternoon between
panels Brandie sits down under the
swaying palms to share her thoughts
with THC Magazine on this once foridden ower and its future with her
people. Her topic of discussion, Cannabis Farms on Tribal Lands, is an
issue Brandie knows will help tribes.
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Brandie, chairwoman of the
Santa Isabel of the Iipay Nation, began her career in tribal politics at the
age of 27 and has served over 17
years, twelve as vice-chair. The Iipay
Nation is a federally recognized tribe
of about 700 members, high up in
the Volcanic Mountains of Southern
California. The traditional homelands
rest 4,500 feet above sea level, a
beautiful, windy drive leading to what
has become a destination location.
s the hi hest elected o cial
within the Iipay Nation, Brandie knows
many eyes are on her and the other
leaders as the community emerged
from a failed gaming endeavor. That’s
also why their tradition ust co e first
The first set of eyes are her
year old son, a Bird Singer and dancer
for the people. With that comes time
and commitment. As a single mom,
she balances her professional duties
and family life carefully because they
are interconnected. Cultural events
and gatherings, along with her bureaucratic work duties, are what keep

her driven to accomplish the mission of
the Iipay Nation and their community.
“So, If you notice a lot of
the tribes that are getting into cannabis are the non- gaming tribes
because we’re looking for some sort
of economic development.” Regulations and Rules are not new to the
tribe and Brandie knows all too well
the risks they are taking. Cannabis, still illegal on a federal level, is
yet another gamble the Tribe is willing to take. The Iipay operate their
farm and store without state compact or agreement. “We opened our
store without a regulatory agreement
with the state” which Brandie would
caution other tribes to reconsider. “Have the regulations in place.”
Without the state compact the
Iipay are limited in trade - they can only
commerce with other tribes, for now.
Although the Iipay operate their farm
and store absent the state authority
they have put regulations on themselves much stricter than California’s.
Putting together as many

business meetings as she could
with her time and her “to-do” list
Brandie met with the California Native American Cannabis Association (CNACA). CNACA is “dedicated
to protecting the sovereign rights
of tribes to provide regulated, legal cannabis to their communities…”
“Tribe to tribe commerce.
That’s how it used to be, hundreds
and hundreds of years ago.” Brandie
states as she smiles with determination. Tribes didn’t recognize boundaries that were created by States. Their
trade was based upon the need and
abilities of the people. She knows
what has to be done to maintain their
status as a sovereign nation and being involved in organizations such as
CNACA will only strengthen the tribes.
CNACA’s goals include; Cannabis Business and License Set-up; Implementation of Cannabis Compliance Monitoring Programs and Routine Cannabis
Compliance & Operations Reporting.
Brandie’s well kept hair and
nails e e lify her confidence
he
is confident, s art and not a touch
of shyness, no time for that. She’s
determined to succeed. To see her
people succeed. She’s busy meeting with other tribal leaders discussing ways to move forward.
“Yes, we have a helicopter
pad. We can ship our products” she
says after talking with other leaders
from as far away as Nebraska. Realizing there are many legal ways to
commerce with tribes outside the
state Brandie is excited knowing
they have the resource. The helicopter pad is the sovereign ticket.
“Airports, railroads, and a couple of
other things we can use that…” The
Iipay know that their true sovereign
status will create the path to work
with other tribes across the nation.
Brandie, ready for the challenge and focus of networking and
strengthening tribal positions in the
exploding industry of cannabis and
he , was the erfect fit for her
people. The Iipay, and many other tribes, had already been left out
of early discussions with the State
about the Cannabis or Hemp industry which left them somewhat
at a disadvantage; so they thought.
Federally recognized tribes all

over the United States were in a courtship with casino-style gambling and
compacts started popping up all over
the country, especially in California.
The Cabazon Band of Mission Indians filed suit and won in the u re e
Court in 1987. That case recognized
the sovereignty of tribes on their own
lands. So the Iipay Nation gambled
on this industry and lost big in 2014.
Eventually, the casino failed and they
had to file for an ru tcy only to
be denied. Now the Nation was in
huge debt and no source of revenue.
Brandie and her tribe decided
it was time to invest in the Cannabis
industry. They had the land. The
200 acre farm, the former “footprint”
of the failed Casino. They had the
need. And so in 2015 the Iipay Nation
roudly o ened their first and only
dispensary and cannabis grow operation Mountain Source Dispensary.
ince the five year o enin
the Iipay Nation had not had any reported loss of funding from the Federal government. The Bureau of Indian
ffairs, ousin and r an evelo ment, EPA, all those grants continue. As for the revenue of Mountain
Source Dispensary, Brandie believes
it will be another year at least before
individuals see cash dividends. But
for now that appears to be working out. The Iipay’s generated revenues o to assist with olice, fire
and other governmental agencies.
When recently asked about
the future of the Iipay dispensary
and grow operation, Brandie admits
that they will be relying heavily on
the unique status of tribal nations.
“We need to be able to work with
other tribes. To buy and sell our
products directly to them without

state interference. We have more
regulations than the state of California does.” She believed the Iipay to
be ready and timing was excellent.
In the early days of April
2020 the world was gripping for the
worst pandemic since 1918. It would
shut down and people would have to
quarantine for their own safety. Hundreds of thousands of people across
the globe would perish from an unseen and unknown virus. Even more
would be sickened. It was Covoid
19 and it was frightening times as
the spread was highly contagious.
Restaurants and hotels would
be closed. Shops and Casinos were
also closed to prevent spreading of
the virus. The world economy was at
a stand still. Millions were left without
jobs. Food was scarce in some places
and being thrown away in others. Toilet paper and cleaning products would
be ripped from shelves and hoarded. The world appeared in chaos.
But high up in the volcanic
mountain town of the Iipay Nation
was a little dispensary with about
250 people still working. They didn’t
shut down and continued to sell the
owers, oils and essentials as well
as e t u on the live owers that
had to be tended to as they were
live plants with daily needs. Without Brandie and other leaders’ foresight, the Iipay could have been like
the other tribes that had no source
of revenue. Casino’s were not “essential” like the medicine plant, cannabis. The gamble was worth the
risk and today the Iipay Nation can
proudly hold their heads high and
continue to work toward the old ways
of tribe-to-tribe commerce again, like
hundreds and hundreds of years ago.

randie
a lor
attending
the omen s
March
with
committee
members
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Cedar Greens

TRIB
DISPENSAR

There are over 15 Tribally owned and operated medical and/or recreational dispensaries identified by THC staff. Our Tribal Nation's Dispensary and Farm
map features Tribal businesses that support THC through paid advertisement. Contact THC for advertising info.
11 States Legalized Recreational Cannabis
Alaska, California, Colorado, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nevada, Oregon, Vermont, Washington plus the District of Columbia.
33 States Legalized Medical Cannabis
The above ten states plus Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah and West Virginia.
14 States Allow Cannabidiol (CBD)
Alabama, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin
and Wyoming.
3 State Prohibit All Marijuana Products
Idaho, Nebraska and South Dakota.

RIBAL NATIONS
ARY AND FARM MAP

USDA plan tribes
Blackfeet Nation Tribal Council
Cayuga
Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribe
Cheyenne River Sioux
Chippewa Cree
Colorado River Indian Tribes
Confederated Tribes of Warm
Springs
Eastern Tribe of Cherokee
Indians
Flandreau Santee Sioux
Fort Belknap Indian Community
Iowa Tribe of Kansas and
Nebraska
La Jolla Band of Luiseno
Indians
Lac Courte Oreilles
Little Traverse Bay Bands of
Odawa
Indians Waganakising Odawak
Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of
Florida
Navajo Nation San Juan River
farm
Oglala Sioux Tribe
Otoe-Missouria Tribe
Pala Band of Mission Indians
Pawnee Nation of Oklahoma
Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation
Pueblo of Picuris Tribe
Red Lake Band of Chippewa
Rosebud Sioux Tribe
Sac & Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa
Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe
Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla
Indians
Santee Sioux Nation
Seneca Nation
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Turtle Mt. Band of Chippewa
Indians
Ute Mountain Ute
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska
Yankton Sioux Tribe
Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo
Yurok Tribe

Reena is a
former attorney
that changed
her life in 2006
when she
entered the
wellness space.
She is a
Nationally
Certified
Bodyworker, a
Certified
Lymphatic
Therapist, and
owner of an
integrative
wellness center in Austin
TX. 4 years
Reena Kaven, CEO of Tribe CBD + Cannabinoids
ago, she started using CBD
My life journey, indigein her wellness studio
nous
identity
and relationship
and has since co-founded
to
cannabis
have
all been multiTribe CBD + Cannabinoids,
fold
and
interwoven.
At the age
a marketplace focusing
of 53, I have gently settled into
exclusively on cannabis
who I am and have, after many a
education and the curation
pursuit, purposely educated myof the highest-quality,
self on the ancient medicine to
thoroughly-tested
cannabinoid products.
mold my life’s purpose. ThroughReena, a Certified CBD
out my life I have never argued
Coach, is a cannabinoid
with anyone’s use, or right to
educator and evangelist
use, cannabis but it has only
who continues to help
in these last few years become
elucidate, demystify, and
such an integral part of my life.
destigmatize cannabis as a
The daughter of an Ojibhealing plant. Reena has a
we mother who, as a young girl,
BA in Comparative
was moved westward from her
American Ethnic Studies
White Earth, Minnesota birthfrom University of
place, and a Chicano father who
Washington and a JD
aligned with the Tlingit and Haida
from Columbia University
communities of the Northwest,
School of Law.

my identity was complicated. Al-
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though I spent time on the reservations of the Northwest as a
child, I was distanced from my
own heritage. I embraced my
Chicana roots but thirsted for
more connection to my indigenous identity. No matter how
incorrect and biased, I soaked
up all the Ojibwe history and
literature I could find – from
elementary school to this day.
I found someone to teach me
the language and I went on to
get a degree in American Ethnic Studies, including American
Indian Studies, at University of
Washington. Through my education I was beginning to learn
of historical, indigenous use of
cannabis for medicinal, industrial and ceremonial purposes,
but for me personally it was
still merely a recreational undertaking. You could say that
I recognized the power of the
medicine but did not embody it.
As I moved on to study
civil rights law at Columbia
Law School and live in New
York City, my only meaningful relationship with cannabis
was my awareness of it as an
unfortunate chain around the
ankles of my incarcerated clients. I knew things had to
change but was focused more
on the brutality and inequality in the enforcement of drug
laws than the path of destigmatizing and decriminalizing.
I eventually left the practice of law and, after a move to

Texas, found my calling in the
health and wellness arena. My
life took a 180 degree pivot and I
became a healer in massage and
lymphatic therapy, opening my
own integrative wellness studio
in 2015. It was in this stage of
my life that I discovered cannabis as not merely a party favor,
criminal activity or historical narrative, but as a powerful means
of ealin
findin
et anot er
touchpoint to my ancestral heritage. I found cannabis, a varietal
of cannabinoids in particular, as
medicine for myself, my clients
and a whole community in need.
I read and listened to indigenous leaders like Winona
LaDuke talk about how hemp has
the potential to advance indigenous economies and improve
the land on which it is planted.
I ached for my family’s land, the
last bit of which was taken by the
government just 10 years before. I wanted to be part of the
movement, part of the history. I

needed to learn more. I started researching cannabis, hemp
and CBD in particular, traveling
to symposiums, farms, manufacturers and labs. If I was going
to be a part of this movement,
I needed to be educated - and
my inner nerd embraced it all!
I have since worked with
my dear friend to develop a new
endea or – uildin a u ine
t at incor orate an e ort to educate and destigmatize the healing uses of cannabis. We built
Tribe CBD + Cannabinoids - a
curated CBD and hemp-product
marketplace and educational
center that provides consumers
with only the highest quality and
thoroughly-vetted, original (not
white-labeled) products. And in
our mission, the land is key. Our
promise is to know the full vertical of each product, including the
farmland on which the hemp was
grown, and we look forward to
including more indigenous hemp
farms. We have since branched

beyond cannabinoid products
and are continually adding industrial hemp products to our store,
such as clothing, textiles and
crafts. Our commitment is not
only to support sovereignty in indigenous cannabis but to donate
a ortion of our rofit to omen and indigenous grow farms.
It has been quite a journey, with several paths taken, but I could not feel more
blessed to be working in an industry that heals and sustains
our planet and all of its people.

can

code for information
on ribe

MJlifestyle.com
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Hemp's "Odd Couple"
Native Network
Spreads Message of
Opportunity & Action
Among Tribes
y

La Vonne Peck knows Nati e
etwor
Consultants the
business she founded with partner i i andenburgh might not
t the traditional model of a hemp
and cannabis consulting company.
“We’re
an
odd
couple when they see us…[but] we
li e to tell tribal o cials just
get us in front of the council.
She has good reason to be
con dent. he two women combined ha e four decades of impressi e achie ements in business hemp
and tribal a airs. a onne was formerly the chairwoman of the a olla
and of uiseno ndians in outhern
California and currently sits on the
state s Cannabis d isory Committee part of the California ureau of
Cannabis Control. i i runs a successful education technology company
and has been directly and indirectly
in ol ed in securing o er
million
in grants for nati e communities.
oday ati e etwor Consulting o ers proposal writing map-
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ping and de elopment ser ices to
tribes throughout the world. hey
concentrate on helping nati e leaders understand the massi e economic and medical potential of the hemp
plant
ith just a
mar et share
tribes could see $2.7 billion in new
re enue from cannabis and hemp.
nd while indigenous people
ha e their own uni ue challenges adocates of the plant in this community
face the same foe as acti ists outside
of it tereotypes and misconceptions
about marijuana hemp and its users.
n an e clusi e phone inter iew with
C a onne and i i opened up
about both the struggles and successes they’ve had on their journey.
Changing Conceptions of Cannabis
a onne admits the pair s
early wor in the industry sha ered
some of her own misconceptions.
hen we started out one
of the rst trips we made was to a
dispensary in Washington State...
said to i i
id you notice all
the people going in there? here

a Chander

was no young people. here was
people going in there in wal ers
canes...we went to another dispensary in the county same thing.
“Looking at the clientele really made the impression t s not what
e eryone thought she continued.
ut in a community that
ba les substance abuse more freuently than others a onne nows
the discussion has to be sensiti e.
e ha e said no drugs no alcohol on our reser ation we now the
impact that it s had on our families.
rying to help tribes loo
at the cannabis plant for medicinal purposes and how it can help
the economic alue for the tribe...
thin that has been tough she admi ed.
ut once again it s just
ge ng in front of the council getting in front of the general manager all the possibilities from seed to
manufacturing
especially hemp.
uiding ribes to lant rosperity
en a er widespread acceptance i i and a onne are helping

nati e leaders answer a uestion being tossed around in communities
around the world from corporate
boardrooms to state assembly halls
ow to best position oursel es for economic empowerment from cannabis?
Under the
arm ill
any tribe or state that wishes to
grow and control their own production of hemp needs to submit a
wri en plan to the U
s gricultural ar eting er ice
. s of
pril
only
federal tribes ha e
recei ed
appro al . he pair
admits the scope of creating an entirely new industry within local nati e communities can be challenging.
You ha e to ma e the project a priority ad ised i i. O entimes they say they want to get into it
but it just ind of floats around. he
ad ises tribal leaders assign a hemp
champion or council within the nati e
community to spearhead progress.
t s hard when there s not one identi ed person carrying the torch for it.
hese projects are so large in scale
or thin should be for most tribes
it really ta es a comprehensi e loo .
ust being able to be in front
of them is what s ey added a onne
when as ed about ge ng through to
nati e leadership.
ometimes we
tal to tribes...we don t hear from
them for to months in one case
e en a year...and then out of the blue
they call us and they have been doing
a lot of e ng and research and they
say this is what we want to do can
you help us? o you just ne er now.

em s ative

re

a onne estimates their
wor has impacted about
of
approved tribal plans to date. She
nows their mission is still in its early
stages but already believes they’ve
made signi cant progress. t s ta en a while but we e nally turned
a corner she said. or her part i i
en isions a future where green manufacturing is led by nati e producers.
e really hope to see them
ta e the lead in manufacturing and

product
production
that s going to come
out of the hemp plant...
when we look at that
industry as a whole the
ber and grain mar ets
are going to be coming on board the demand is there...we thin
tribes can have a great
position
says
i i.
en a er the
arm ill of
legali ing hemp and cannabis being deemed
essential during the
corona irus pandemic
both women recogni e
their work is cut out
for them. he pair has
been wor ing tirelessly to spread the gospel
of hemp among indigenous people spea ing
at conferences and ta ing trips to Europe to
learn about growing
and planting techni ues.
n a eld as new and
dynamic as hemp ati e
etwor
understands they must bring
awareness and dispel
myths as a foundation
for any serious progress in the community.
“We’re hoping
some of the tribes we
are working with now
can become case studies a few years down
the road
said
i i.
he ne t thing

Niki Vandenburgh (top) and La Vonne Peck
(bottom) of Native Network Consultants.
Working on a tribal plant farm

we need to concentrate on now that
it hemp is legal is education in order for this plant to mo e forward
said La Vonne. “We really need
to get some education out to our
ban s - one of the ne t main items
on our agenda is to put on a conference speci c for the hemp and
ban ing industry to educate them.
Led by their deep hun-

ger for tribal empowerment and
a personal belief in the miraculous potential of the cannabis
plant these hard-wor ing hemp
pioneers are undoubtedly in for a
bright and groundbrea ing future.
don t now of a lot
of companies out there that
ha e the same passion we ha e
for
seeing
tribes
succeed.
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A Young
Woman
of Color
Leading
a Team
of Men
M

y name is Chenae Bullock and I am known
to my community as Sagkompanau Mishoon Netooeusqua (I lead canoe I am Butterflywoman). I come
from the Shinnecock Nation and Montauk Community
in Long Island, New York, and am also African-American.
I am the owner of Moskehtu Consulting,
a cultural and heritage preservation firm. I am the
Managing Director for the Shinnecock Nation Medicinal Cannabis business, Little Beach Harvest.
I was raised in a traditional household where my
mother taught me how to live off the Mother Earth, take
care of the her, and to help others do the same. I was
also brought up under the historians in my family that
passed oral history to me know and use on my journey.
Both of my parents have always been entrepreneurs in global businesses and have mentored me to understand the importance of building the proper foundation for a sustainable business. I was raised understanding
the importance of protecting our medicinal plants and
sacred sites. Under my mother’s teaching I learned
which plants are used for specific illnesses. I began to
explore on my own how cannabis is also one of those
plants. I call this balance of traditional life and business in
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today’s society “Walking in one moccasin and one heel.”
What led me to a leadership position for
my Tribe in the field of cannabis is my responsibility to my people. I understand the urgency and
need to use more holistic medicines in the collective wellness of our people. With my background
in public history, education and business development- I answered the call from my tribal community.
For far too long we have seen an increase in
deaths by overdose on medications specifically in our
young age demographic. This has traumatized our
people and the loop continues. Since I started working in the cannabis business, I have made it my goal
to educate as many people who are on medications as
possible. It is the lack of education that holds us back
when it comes to healthcare for our communities.
However, as Indigenous peoples we still have much
knowledge about the uses of our medicine
plants. The world can distract us with wealth gaps,
policies, and injustices on our people; however, if we
were to realize the connections we already have to
the medicines and turn that into a business for our
communities to thrive, then we would be able to

For far too long and far too often we have
overcome all of the things that have distracted us.
seen many businesses short lived due to the excluThe innovation of teaching the importance
sion of young people. We are working hard to include
of cannabis organically empowers our youth and elthem in the foundation of our new Tribal business.
ders to breakdown the stereotypical beliefs around
There is also a frequent assumption that because
the plant. The divide between generations becomes
I am a woman, that I am not the one making the final dea hindrance on the overall community. Cannabis is an
cision. This is across industries, not specific to the cannaindustry that allows our young people to take a lead
bis industry. When in a leadership position over a team of
in being educators about the science of the plant.
all men, there is a power struggle for men to take direcOne of the focuses with the Shinnecock Metion, listen to the full presentation
dicinal Cannabis development is
before it ends, or be introduced to
providing as much educational
“There is also a
partners or clients from a woman,
opportunities to our youth about
frequent
assumption
especially a young woman of color.
the possibilities with cannaI think the experiences I
bis businesses. iversifying the
that because I am a
have gained in high-level leadergeneration in many of the workwoman, that I am not the ship positions has allowed me to
shops, meetings, conferences,
become aware of this and be graceand gatherings has allowed our
one making the final
ful in how I balance things out. It is
elders to see that the youth are
decision.”
still a struggle because every pervery knowledgeable in this marson and every team have a different
ketplace. This is providing heal- Chenae Bullock
dynamic. Titles, and introductions
ing to the generational trauma
tribal communities are enduring. When our youth
of my position I find do not change the behavior tosupport a business, the whole community supports
wards me. I find it takes the men who support me to be
it. E posing, encouraging and empowering them to
more open and public with that support that other men
all of the possibilities in this business is also a way to
begin to slowly understand my position. It’s a dance
create economic sustainability in a tribal community.
in the beginning of most projects that is for certain.

To speak with a representative about
attending, speaking, exhibiting or sponsoring,
please call us at 201-857-5333 or
email sales@nativenationevents.org
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Heather Dawn Thompson is an enrolled member of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe.
Heather is widely recognized for her work while
serving as the Director of Government Affairs
for the National Congress of American Indians
(NCAI), the nation’s oldest and largest inter-tribal
organization. She is the Past President of both
the South Dakota Indian Country Bar Association
and the National Native American Bar Association
and focuses her practice on American Indian law,
federal Indian policy and advocacy, tribal sovereignty, tribal economic development (including
energy, finance, and telecom), community, sovereign
economic development, and tribal nation building
(including constitutions, codes, and courts). She
works with individual tribes, tribal and Indian-owned businesses, and intertribal associations.
Heather is a partner with Greenberg affiliated with its Denver office, but lives
in South Dakota on the homelands of Oglala
Sioux. Heather was an Assistant U.S. Attorney
for the U.S. Attorney's Office in South Dakota's
Indian Country Section. There, she was an Indian Country Federal Prosecutor on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation where she covered
violent sex crimes and violence against women.

Q & A with Heather Dawn
* Tell THC Readers about
your background and what
led you to hemp policy:
“My specialization as a lawyer is on
tribal economic development and is
really s ecifically on everythin e cept the casinos. Tribal governments
have all of the same responsibilities
as other governments but do not
have revenue from taxes that the
other governments do. They don’t
have income tax, property tax, or
sales tax so they have to participate
in the private market place with businesses to create their government
revenue
ithin that field I have a
subspecialty of agriculture. Because
I am a sovereign from the Cheyenne
River Tribe, which is in the Great
Plains and we have a strong agricultural and ranching economy. I have
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been working on ag for a long time
so when tribes were not included in
the 2014 farm bill hemp project, we
have been working tirelessly with
many other advocates including other intertribal ag groups to make sure
it was included in the 2018 farm bill.

* Have you seen an
increase in tribes
seeking education about
the Covid-19 pandemic?
efinitely ven efore the ande ic
Tribes were seeking education about
he
certification The one thin
about hemp now that it has been
federally legalized it doesn’t have
the same complications as marijuana
does. Gaming tribes or tribes that
are in heavily re ulated fields cannot

participate in hemp without it being a
challenge to for example the banking. We have seen a lot of traditional
gaming tribes miss out. If you go to
the USDA website you can see the
update of all the tribes with approved
or pending plans. These are California tribes. Oklahoma tribes. There
are lots of tribes that are traditionally gaming are starting to expand
their opportunities into agriculture,
self-sustainability, food sovereignty
and he
s ecifically

* What are some of the
most innovative projects
that you have seen
developed from the
tribal hemp farms?
I think that car parts are a really

interesting one that people are looking into. one of the most interesting
ones. One of my client’s manufacturers ambulances already and they are
looking at using hemp for replacing
metals in cars. I think some of the
areas of innovation that tribes have
been exploring is using hemp as a
nutritional supplement. They are
hugely nutritional but not widely
available. In this movement of food
sovereignty, to not be dependent
upon the food supply chain, especially external and international after
covid-19 and hemp is one of the
highest protein vegetables available.
That is going to be really interesting
and I have clients looking into that.
Another innovation that tribes are
doing that maybe other folks are not
simply due to a lack of resources is
simply working together. One is on
the regulatory front. How can they
share hemp regulatory commissioners so that each tribe does not have
to hire their own? Since there is a
lot of overlap in that expertise area
especially for large land-based tribes.
We are seeing a lot of innovation.
Tribes are realizing and recognizing
and appreciating that in the agricultural industry in the past their lands
have been utilized and valued at and
usually done off reservation Tri es
themselves were not experiencing
the ost econo ic enefit fro
their own agricultural lands. A lot
of tribes are looking at how can we
vertically integrate together? Let’s all
grow the same seed so that it will be
processed in the same way. be seed
Let’s all be on the same page so we
can all process the same way. Let’s
go into some type of coop so that we
can invest in the processing because
that is usually the most expensive
component and one of the most
value added o if we have five, si ,
seven tribes all growing the same
seed for the same end result it helps
give you a competitive advantage
which is particularly important with
hemp when you have large companies like tobacco companies that
are active in this industry and have
a competitive advantage that they
already began because of the land
base.

* What do you feel it will
take to help tribe’s work
towards a cannabis
economy without fear?
“The clients I work with have done a
lot of public meetings before moving
forward… educating elders about
the differences etween he
and
marijuana. Understandably there are
a lot of concerns in our communities
about alcohol and drug abuse and
exacerbating those problems or their
economic development projects. But
with that said, there is an equally
strong movement among tribal elders
and traditional leaders in support of
hemp because it is such a strong cultural match or many tribes. It is sustainable, renewable, helps clean the
land and is such a diverse used to
manufacture so many things. There
seems to be, particularly when you
get over the THC and hemp education threshold, that folks are clearly
supportive of the hemp industry. If
folks are a little bit hesitant about it,
hemp is a great place to start your
nation getting experience in growing.
Hemp can build up that agricultural
competency and knowledge in your
tribal economy. And be diligent because there are a lot of fast talkers.
Find solid partners, talk to other
tribes who have experience.

* Social Equity platforms
are increasing awareness
about women in the
cannabis industry.
What is a frequent
assumption that you face
as a woman of color
working in the cannabis
industry?
It is an issue that we face in every
institution, it is an assumption of
competency that men get just for
showing up. I think what exacerbates
this in the cannabis industry is the
type of men. When you have a lot of
johnny come late-lies, men that work
fast and lose that are accustomed to
trying to make money quickly and do
not have a lot of familiarity with Indian culture, Indian law or Indian comunities, that is really the di culty
in this industry. Not only the gender
di culties in eneral ut that they
are also exacerbated by the types of
men that are going into the industry;
which are not always the est fit for
Indian Country. So, making sure the
competency of the women is heard
over the shininess of some of these
fast-talking men.

“Men that work fast and
lose that are accustomed
to trying to make money
quickly and do not have
a lot of familiarity with
Indian culture, Indian
law or Indian
communities, that is
really the difficulty
in this industry.”
-Heather Dawn
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Indigenous
Bong Blowing
Beauties:

Glass work done by Fiona Anuweh

Growing the Girl Scene
in the Glass Industry
Resilient is our Mother Earth. Each seed of hers
deserves the opportunity to thrive, provide and share
the strengths she offers. Just as every lightning bolt
and every shadow of the day has its purpose. To those
bolts that reach a beach, striking sands that morph into
glass. Connecting us to our creative inner self and leading us down a complex path of self permission. History will vividly try to reason for the patterns of traumatic consequences we face as a connected cannabis cross
section, such as the germination of discrimination or
the reality that Mother Earth is more polluted since
the banishment of her own seed. Instead of holding accountable those who are long gone, but liable, we can
simply honor our territory by suppressing the insecurities placed within cannabis and its capabilities and do
our best to cater to the needs of our extraordinary planet. Some of our humans choose to do so by respectfully taking on every chance to harvest and reproduce her,
while others have taken on the responsibility of creating
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y Nicole ashaw

the glass art and functional pieces we consume from.
There are various forms of glass blowing and the
techniques are ever evolving in the journey to glass competition victory. It is not unheard of to find a glass blower
completely into their own legacy that they will not share
their form of glass power with you or mentor the next
generation. Glass blowing is extremely talent-based and
it is to your benefit to keep your tricks of the trade secret.
THC Magazine was honored to sit down with two Indigenous women who have mastered entry into the competitive world of glass blowing, share some wisdom about the
challenging entry into the career and breaking through
the glass ceiling of their own journey with cannabis.
“You're amazing, love glass; I’m amazing, love
glass. Lets love each other,” shouts Fiona Anuweh as we
begin our three way Zoom call. Fiona opened up with
THC about the hardships she has faced and discussed
her on the glass education and the opportunities that
have revealed themselves in what Fiona described as “a

lifesaving career.” Fiona finds new passions in her dai- which to continue her efforts at decolonizing her own
ly work by bringing love and peace into the creation of experiences and to share that work with her community.
each one of her glass pieces. And the beauty about the
“I was neglected to be taught the truth on canglass is how unique each one is, like a snowflake, no two nabis as a young girl. I was raised in Christiantiy.” reveals
being exactly the same. It was Fiona herself that shared Fiona. Yet by 2012, she had launched a successful glass
with THC staff the work of Lea Littleleaf, her fiery glass- business, PhoenixFire Glass, with a workshop and wholeblowing sister. While attending training the paths of sale clients. She entered her first glass blowing compethese two women crossed and they have bonded over tition in 2014 at a local glass shop and took first place.
their rare presence as women of color in glassblowing. Then in 2015, after finishing first and third in two sep“There are not very many women in this indus- arate categories of the CHAMPS summer glass blowing
try, let alone Indigenous women,” Lea says excitedly as competition in Las Vegas, Fiona was noted in the October
she shares her encounter with her bong blowing coun- issue of High Times Magazine as the featured artist of the
terpart Fiona PhoenixFire. “We are lucky to have plants month. In February of 2016, she debuted in the CHAMPS
that can help us heal. We have to honor our Mother Masters Flame Off as the first pregnant competitor. She
Earth, she makes this possible.” explains Lea, an indig- lives and works in her home studio with her partner and
enous glassblower from Portland, Oregon. For many of their son Eden, in Takelma Territory (Ashland, OR.)
our peaceful inhalers there is no lack of respect for the
“Is this my moment? What is my prayer? Is it repainful history and struggles that our people have en- laxation? Creativity? Inspiration? Is it pain relief?” Beaudured to be in our present state of cannabis. To be able tiful glass blowers Leah and Fiona are at the cross secto reclaim self-healing without fear of being illegal, tion of connecting the world to cannabis smoke. From
but also to heal our lands, food systems and markets. germination to penetration of our lungs, the seed has
“I have battled with myself when feeling like canna- finally filled its way into one of the hand crafted pieces
bis is not okay. I am protective of forming addictions as of another carefully conducted product made from one
a Native American woman,” Lea shares as she explains of these ladies. From dab rigs, pipes, bongs and chilher individual preference of starting and stopping smok- lums to oils and foods, the methods of ingestion are also
ing without diminishing her love for cannabis. “I'm a evolving. Fiona humbly explains her preference for intake only what you need, kind of smoker. I like my dabs gestion is still smoking, from a ceremonial-style pipe.
on the weekends and edibles are spot on during my
Through the science of glass blowing she is
moon cycle. And sometimes even fast from smoking. ” able to continuously honor her respect for our sis“I'm a flower girl.'' says Fiona. Born in 1985 in ter plant cannabis as well as herself, her ancestors, her
Kumeyaay territory to a
family of Cherokee, Irish,
and Norwegian descendants, she began her creative journey as a performer, writer, and visual artist.
Healing by discovering
the roots of her indigenous heritage have been
themes present in her art
and social/environmental justice activism since
adolescence. When she
met her partner Turtle
in 2010, feeling content
with life’s choices to that
point, she was awakened
when he introduced her to
the world of borosilicate
lampworking. Her life’s
passion was found. Pipework became a space in
Glass work done by Lea LittleLeaf
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people and hopes that others consider lamp work, cold
work, fused glass or stained glass work as a profession. .
“Cannabis and glass are like lovers,” insists Lea as
she continues to share a little of what she sees through her
blowing process. “It’s almost as if I can see through myself
at times.” A part of her heart shaped into what can now
provide her essential healing. Having once lacked self love
and then healing through cannabis but having healed from
that mind destruction through transparency of glass is a
big reason she will always be open to advocate for this path.
Fiona shares some of her hardships as a young
girl to help with her own consciousness as a mother.
“I see my whole life journey as healing the story and
the relationships. With each other, the land, all of our
relations. I was not raised that way.” She realized after her connection with cannabis that most of those
were actually more complex then self characterized. “I
have memories of noticing the disconnect, the injustice and oppression as a child without the language.”
Now selflessly, Indigenous glass blower Fiona shares her own pending balance of parenting while
planting and remembers that Cannabis doesn't always call the same sound out to everyone on this earth.
“I saw the sexism in my parents relationship. I saw the
objectification of mother earth.” The vision brought forward her own bond with the plants and animals she has
felt since childhood. It also led her further into her traditional teachings and heritage to share with her son. She
found a process for reasoning the unclear and unforeseen
thoughts. “Thats a big part of normalizing our relationship with not just the plants but all of our relatives. It's part
of the larger teaching that I want to pass on. We have the
obligation to respect and support and honor her as well.”
Drugs come in many forms, including pharmaceuticals and often overpower many reservation
land boundaries. Now is a time to be proud of all families in honor or preference of Mother Earth's sister
cannabis. The confidence of young Fiona is left to inspire us all. “The white part of my family DID squish
the indiegious part out.” She does not plan to squish
the blood born right of her own son out his life by the
suggestion of proven killers over cannabis. No supressment to health is made when preference is honored.
The beautiful bong blowers both agreed that it is
time to expose this choice of career to the more secluded
parts of the cannabis country. Its time to appreciate each
form of art that our piece pipes will come in and also acknowledge the source of service. Homegrown glass is of
the best opportunities in the cross section we live with
daily. Especially if fear of wasting your time with another
diaphanous attempt at a lifelong passion is an issue for you
then this would be a beautiful way to test your luck with
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glass blowing. It will simply open the opportunity for you
to commit yourself with small to large accomplishment.
Many feel indigenous to the cannabis collaboration. It is easy to be broken down or possibly ashamed
with involvement in these paths to the pastures of plants.
It may be easy to neglect yourself of love, even with the
plant's assistance of seeing more beauty than surfaced
at a blank eye. I want to send a prayer up in smoke for
all the shattered bongs in the world. “You may be broken, but my oh my, how the light kisses the eyes with
magnificent colors when it hits the shattered glass.”
Fiona and Leah want other Indigenous women to seek healing without the types of fears they faced
and will continue to share the value in glass blowing.
We are grateful to send up our prayer with pieces providing protection, especially with the global pandemic.
For safety and protection, invest in your own separate smoking piece. To locate your own custom blown
glass from one of these two glass blowing beauties visit:
Fiona @fionafirefox or phoenixfireglass.com
and Lea LittleLeaf @littleleafglass

Lea LittleLeaf

Fiona Anuweh

R
E
ENT IN
W
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T
Fiona @fionafirefox or
phoenixfireglass.com

One june hog and one pendant
Participate in the THC Magazine
Glass Giveaway 2020:
Two ways to enter:
* By postcard: Write your full
name, mailing address, email,
phone number and date of birth on
a postcard, send to:
THC Magazine,
P.O. Box 1101, Kamiah, ID 83536
* Or download Volume 1, Issue 2
SUMMER 2020 issue of
THC Magazine
between July 1 and October 1,
2020.
Lea LittleLeaf @littleleafglass

wo
winners will be randoml drawn from eligible entries.
ust be at the age of ma orit in our state or ro ince of residence. entr er indi idual.

Minorities for Medical Marijuana
is committed to cultivating a
culturally inclusive environment
where diversity of thought,
experience and opportunities
are valued, respected,
appreciated and celebrated.
M4MM will serve as a resource to
our community by providing
information, referrals, advocacy,
coordination and education
regarding cannabis legislation,
events, activities, initiatives and discussions. For more information,
visit us at https://
minorities4medicalmarijuana.org.

Network. Educate. Connect. Inspire

tabootalksseries@gmail.com

Facebook: @tabootalksseries

Instagram: @tabootalksseries
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My Courtship of Cannabis
inona a uke
She’s an amazing plant.
You can learn a lot from her.
Here’s what else I might say after
five years of growing hemp. I have
a bit of a maternal streak which
seems to translate well to animals
and plants (children, I am not so
sure), and I’ve been growing cannabis. That’s the plant’s name. We
all say industrial hemp so that
we are not demonized. Guess I
don’t want people thinking I have
a big marijuana farm out there
by Osage. There’s apparently still
some “stigma” attached to cannabis. So, let me just say it loud and
proud: “I am a cannabis grower.”
I am mostly interested in
fiber hemp varieties. That’s because I see that as the New Green
Revolution. Just about anything
you can do with fossil fuels, you
can do with hemp or cannabis. In
fact, Henry Ford made a car out of
hemp and powered it on hemp oil.
It’s got three times the strength of
cotton, uses a quarter of the water, and no chemicals. Just to be
clear, cotton uses about a quarter
of the world’s agricultural chemicals and represents about 4% of
the world’s agriculture. Plastics
are incredibly destructive to the
environment and are basically fossil fuels. We all know it’s time to
move on from them, so this is the
answer. It’s an answer in the construction trades as hempcrete, can
do much of what concrete does,
with less energy and as a carbon
sink. That’s important because
concrete is one of the most energy intensive industries out there. I
always return to the word canvas.
The origin of that word is cannabis.
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After growing under a permit here in Minnesota I have also
learned that the plant is not a slave.
She’s an amazing teacher. The epitome of resilience, she has shown me
that we got this; that we are going to
figure it out. In 2014 the Farm Bill
opened the floodgates for “industrial hemp,” meaning a plant which
will produce seed, flower, stalk and
tests at less than 3 % THC. And every bit of that plant is useful. Sometimes referred to as “the Green
Buffalo,” she has the properties
to heal us and our Mother Earth.
In 2015 Minnesota issued
seven permits. Just five years later,
we had 550. People went all in, acting like it was the gold rush of the
1800’s. Just like the spooners and
diggers, blindly trudging through
an unknown landscape. As far as
“hemp,” it appears that everyone
planted as much CBD cannabis
as they could, and many were left

sitting on it. There was this idea
that everyone was going to make
a million bucks off a plant. Well,
that’s not going to happen. There
are some people who may lose
their farms in Kentucky, where
they plowed up entire farms and
put them into cannabis. That’s particularly ironic, because Senator
Mitch McConnell, the architect of
the industrial hemp component
in the Farm Bill, really could have
helped his team out a bit more.
Come on, guys, responsible cannabis farming is about the amount
and intent with your plants.
We must treat the plant
well, and she will respond. The
plant takes love and understanding. When I plant seeds, I develop
a relationship with them. What it
says on the packet is not what it
says in your soil, or in the weather
over the upcoming months. It’s sort
of like a date, do some chit chat, see

how you like each other and decide if you are going to hang out.
I swear to the Goddess, that
there are a whole bunch of guys
who don’t want to date, they just
want to plant with their big seed
drills, harvest with their big combines, and get out of there. Think
about farming and love and sex.
You may have the tool but not the
right moves for this plant, buddy.
The hemp field across
the road has males. I keep everyone separate. We study varieties
best for our region. Minnesota
used to have eleven hemp mills; I full of plants having sex, you can
just want to see them come back. make some bees and pollinators
Those fields are both male happy too. What’s wrong with that?
and female, but, let me just share
We must work together to
something with you-the stron- actualize the renaissance of hemp.
gest plants for fiber processing Minnesota and North Dakota both
are female. They are well sexed have some good hemp research
females. They’ve had a wonderful projects, but the medicinal marijuatime hanging out with the men na program is limited. That should
and the pollen and they’ve made really be opened up. Prohibition
some great seeds and robust stalks. will end soon,11-states have legalThey don’t like their feet wet either. ized, and then there’s all of Canada.
That’s one of the good things about We might want to loosen up here
hemp- it doesn’t take
too much water, one
“Some advice from me, the
of the many reasons
Anishinaabe farmer: Learn how to
it’s a superior textreat her right. I’m really careful that
tile to cotton. Add to
the
female plants who are producing
that, that the word
cannabis is also the special magical medicines don’t meet
up with any pollen from the males.
root word for canThat’s some life changing stuff. The
vas. Hemp has the
flowers are female. Go figure.”
ability to transform
the textile and ma— Winona LaDuke
terials
economy.
Female plants make all that in the north country. The White
magic, with of course a lot of good sex. Earth Reservation should look at
Male plants are some groovy this future for our people- from
guys too. That’s despite the fact medical to textiles, she is a plant
they look all withered in the field, which most people want to grow.
after having sex with thousands of Our tribal members are very interfemales. They’ve had a good life. ested in cannabis- they are open to
They also make pollen, and if you returning to traditional medicines.
have a clean field, no pesticides all
What is the hold-up? What

are the obstacles to Indian communities bringing back the cannabis plant and realizing the New
Green Revolution? After seventy
years of being illegal we are behind
in processing. And, if we are going to rebuild an American economy, which produces goods, instead of buying them from China,
we are going to need to figure out
cannabis, together. We can’t use
slave labor, and we cannot continue to use toxins in our fields. The
plant doesn’t need any chemicals,
she just needs love and good soil.
The plant has great potential to transform the materials
economy from fossil fuels to something beautiful and green. I heard
it once said that there was a point in
time when we had a choice between
a carbohydrate economy and a hydrocarbon economy. We made the
wrong choice. Now’s the time to
return to a carbohydrate economy,
it’s the time to make a plan for the
world we want to make, one without fossil fuels. I call it the New
Green Revolution. That’s cannabis
and I want to see Indigenous people
in this economy. We did not have a
good experience with the last one,
now it’s time for the restorative
economy. Let’s make it beautiful.
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www.frontrowtravels.com

Founded in 2015, the Minority Cannabis Business Association (MCBA) is the first 501(c)(6) not for profit
business league created to serve the specific needs of minority cannabis entrepreneurs, workers, and patients/
consumers. The MCBA represents more than 700 minority-owned businesses, entrepreneurs, and patients
from across the United States. Its 15-member board of directors is composed of a diverse group of medical
and legal professionals, cannabis industry veterans, and social advocates from across the U.S.
You can find more information about us at www.minoritycannabis.org.
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STATUS OF TRIBAL HEMP PRODUTION
PLANS FOR APPROVAL
Once a plan is formally submitted, USDA has 60 days to approve or disapprove the plan. If a plan was submitted to USDA for review prior to the effective date of the Interim Final Rule (October 31, 2019), the 60-day
requirement is not applicable. Once a plan is approved by USDA, it remains in effect unless suspended or
revoked by USDA pursuant to the procedures described in the Interim Final Rule, or unless the Tribe revises
their plan.
Status Descriptors Drafting a Plan for USDA Review: State or Tribal government has expressed interest or
intent to submit a plan to USDA in the future.
Under Review: USDA is actively reviewing a submitted plan.
Pending Resubmission: USDA has received a plan but returned the plan to the State or Tribal government for
edits or amendments to ensure regulatory compliance and consistency.
Approved: The plan is formally approved by USDA.
USDA Hemp Producer License: USDA will issue the producer license.
Tribes listed on page 25 are all operating under plans approved by the USDA.
SOURCE: https://www.ams.usda.gov/rules-regulations/hemp/state-and-tribal-plan-review

INDIAN COUNTRY CANNABIS UPDATES:
The Red Lake Nation citizens voted in favor of medical cannabis on tribal land with 80 percent approval.
The results were 1,765 in favor and 425 against, according to the tribe’s election board. A simple majority was
needed. The results make the tribe one of the first in Minnesota to have a medical cannabis program. The
new law goes beyond Minnesota’s state medical marijuana program and includes cannabis in flower form.
Cherokee Nation assembles work group to study hemp and cannabis commerce: “Executive Work Group on
Hemp, Cannabis and Related Opportunities,” to examine modernizing agricultural practices and identification of legal barriers to cannabis access. The Cherokee Nation also changed its workplace drug test policy to
protect licensed medical marijuana patients from losing their jobs.
Shinnecock Indian Nation decided to build a cultivation facility and dispensary on its reservation in the
town of Southampton, New York. The tribe’s 32K s.f. cultivation facility and dispensary are expected to be
completed by the end of the year.
Oglala Sioux Tribe passes ordinance to legalize cannabis on March 10, 2020 with a vote of 82% in favor of
medical and 74% in favor of recreational legalization and opposed a referendum to allow alcohol sales on the
reservation.
The Colorado River Indian Tribes hosted a public hearing on February 25, 2020 to consider adopting an
ordinance for growing industrial hemp on reservation lands.
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TRIBAL CANNABIS PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Creating partnerships
between tribal
government/business
& mainstream
cannabis industry

Economic Development - $50B Industry
Regulatory / Legal / Financing / Industry
Medical & Adult-Use / Holistic Wellness
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WASHINGTON

NEVADA
Yerrington Paiute Tribe
Pesha Numma
605 W. Bridge St.
Yerrington, NV 89447
Lovelock Paiute Tribe
Nabodoka Dispensary
115 Etha Dr.
Lovelock, NV 89419

Tulalip Tribe
Remedy Tulalip
9226 34th Ave NE.
Marysville, WA 98271
260-716-3200
www.remedytulalip.com
info@remedytulalip.com
Manager: Jennifer Bontempo

Winnemucca Indian Colony
Water Canyon Dispensary
985 Hanson St.
Winnemucca, NV 89445
775-273-8525

Jamestown S’Klallam
Cedar Greens
52 Sophus Rd
Sequim, WA 98382
360-489-6099
www.cedargreenscannabis.com
info@cedargreenscannabis.com
Manager: Mike Smith

Las Vegas Paiute
NuWu
1235 Paiute Cir.
Las Vegas, NV 89106
And
NuWu North
11527 Nu-Wav Kaiv Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89106
Te-Moak (Elko Band of Western Shoshone)
Newe Cannabis
1555 Shoshone Circle
Elko, NV 89801
Ely Shoshone
Tsaa Nesunkwa
963 S. Pioche Hwy
Ely, NV 89301

CALIFORNIA
Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel
Mountain Source Dispensary
25575 Hwy 79
Santa Ysabel, CA 92070
Santa Ysabel Tribal Cannabis Regulatory Agency
Santa Ysabel Botanical Facility
760-748-6666
www.mountainsource.com
https://sytcra.com/mountain-source

Squaxin Island Tribe
Elevation
W. 90 State Rt. 108
Shelton, WA
Suquamish Tribe
Agate Dreams
15915 B WA-305
Poulsbo, WA 98370
Suquamish Evergreen Corporation
Token Cannabis Processing
Puyallup Tribe
Commencement Bay Cannabis x 2 locations
acific wy
Fife, WA 98424
And
1453 E. 30th St.
Tacoma, WA
Medicine Creek Analytics
Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe
High Point Cannabis
Kingston, WA
Muckleshoot Tribe
Joint Rivers
2121 Auburn Way South
Auburn, WA 98002

Porterville Tribe
Eh-Lo Dispensary
31071 CA-I90
Porterville, CA 93257
Big Valley Rancheria
2752-A Mission Rancheria Rd.
Lakeport, CA 95453
(707)553-2946
support@mgmedicinals.com
ll co rights reser ed
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